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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we study a graph operation which produces what we call the ‘‘vertex
envelope’’ G∗V from a graph G. We apply it to plane cubic graphs and investigate the
hamiltonicity of the resulting graphs, which are also cubic. To this end, we prove a result
giving a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of hamiltonian cycles in the
vertex envelopes of plane cubic graphs. We then use these conditions to identify graphs or
classes of graphswhose vertex envelopes are either all hamiltonian or all non-hamiltonian,
paying special attention to bipartite graphs.We also show that deciding if a vertex envelope
is hamiltonian is NP-complete, and we provide a polynomial algorithm for deciding if a
given cubic plane graph is a vertex envelope.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We use the notation and terminology of West [19]. The hamiltonicity of a graph G is the answer to the question, ‘‘Does
G contain a hamiltonian cycle?’’ Although many classes of graphs have been shown to be hamiltonian (for example, 4-
connected plane graphs [18], graphs with high degree [6], and graphs with complete closures [3]), the general problem of
hamiltonicity remains and is NP-complete. The variety of attacks on the hamiltonicity question includes studying graphs
f (G) derived from graphs G in terms of structures to be found in the graphs G. Examples of this approach include finding
dominating cycles in G to show that the line graph of G is hamiltonian [13], showing that if G is 2-connected, then its square
is hamiltonian [7,8], and showing that finding an EPS subgraph in G assures that its total graph is hamiltonian [10].
In this paper, we continue this tradition by examining the hamiltonicity of a derived graph we call the ‘‘vertex envelope’’
G∗V of G. (The ‘‘vertex envelope’’ is defined in the next section of this paper.) Using the characterizing theorem we obtain
(Theorem 8), we will show (among other results) that if G is a plane cubic graph with an independent set I of vertices such
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Fig. 1. G ∪ R(G).
that G − I is a tree, then the vertex envelope of G is hamiltonian (Theorem 11). We will also show that if G is a cyclically
4-edge-connected plane cubic graph of order n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then the vertex envelope of G is hamiltonian (Corollary 15).
In establishing our main results, we follow the strategy of searching for a certain subgraph in the given graph G from
which to conclude hamiltonicity in the derived graph, the vertex envelope G∗V .
We also consider related algorithmic problems. We show that, narrow though it may seem, the class of vertex envelopes
of plane cubic graphs is wide enough for the question of the existence of a hamiltonian cycle to be NP-complete. The graphs
used in the proof of this result have connectivity 2. This may be the root cause of the NP-completeness: We conjecture that
the vertex envelope of a 3-connected plane cubic graph is always hamiltonian. We end by giving a O(|V (X)|2) algorithm for
deciding whether a given cubic plane graph X is a vertex envelope.
Vertex envelopes of cubic graphs (or rather, polyhedra) arewell known in physical chemistry, where they are extensively
used in the study of fullerenes and tubulenes. In the literature of physical chemistry the vertex envelope of a graphG is called
the ‘‘leapfrog’’ of G. The term – if not the construction – goes back to Fowler [11], expressing the fact that in passing from G
to its envelope one ‘‘jumps’’ over the intermediate graph formed by G and its radial graph R(G) [1]. (In polyhedral language,
this is the deltahedron obtained by capping G on every face.) Applications of the leapfrog construction to toroidal polyhedra
also occur in the literature of physical chemistry, e.g. Yoshida et al. [20].
2. Definitions and preliminary results
A plane graph is a plane embedding of a planar graph. Throughout this paper G is a loopless plane graph with multiple
edges allowed.
The boundary bd(F) of a face F of a plane graph G is the boundary walk of the face (in either of its orientations), allowing
for repetition of vertices and/or edges when G has a cut vertex or a bridge. Generalizing the well-known construction in the
2-connected case (see [1]), we construct the radial graph R(G) by introducing, for each face F of G, a new vertex vF inside F
and joining vF to the vertices on the boundary of the face F in such away that the cyclic order of the vertices on the boundary
walk of F induces a cyclic order of the edges incident with vF . Thus G ∪ R(G) is a triangulation of the plane. An example of
this construction is shown in Fig. 1, where the edges of G and R(G) are shown as solid and dashed curves, respectively.
The vertex envelope G∗V of G is the dual (G∪R(G))∗. In forming the dual there is a pairing of the edges of G∗V with edges of
G ∪ R(G); in the usual drawing of a graph and its dual, these paired edges cross. We call those edges of G∗V which are paired
with edges of G crossing edges of G∗V , and we use the notation he for the edge of G
∗
V crossing edge e of G. We say he crosses
edge e and edge e crosses edge he. If the edge e separates face F1 from a different face F2 of G, we denote the ends of he as
(e, F1) and (e, F2), with vertex (e, F1) being the vertex drawn in face F1 in the usual drawing of the dual. If edge e has the
same face F of G on both sides, we denote the ends of he as (e, F) and (e, F ′), the placement of the labels being arbitrary.
The edges of G∗V which are not crossing edges form disjoint cycles. In the usual drawing of a graph and its dual, each of
these cycles is contained in a face F of G and has the same edge-count as the boundary of F , bridges counted twice.
It is easily seen that the faces of G∗V come in two varieties:
(1) Faces Fv for vertices v of G; these have 2dG(v) edges on their boundaries, and these edges alternate between crossing
edges and uncrossed edges. We refer to these faces as faces of type Fv . A face of type Fv envelopes the vertex v in the
usual drawing; hence the term ‘‘vertex envelope.’’
(2) Faces F ′ corresponding to faces F of G; for these, |E(bd(F))| = |E(bd(F ′))|. None of the boundary edges of these faces are
crossed by edges of G. We refer to these faces as faces derived from faces of G.
We see that G∗V is bipartite if and only if G is bipartite. Also, a crossing edge of a bridge of G is a chord of the cycle of G
∗
V
derived from the face having the bridge on its boundary.
Proposition 1. G∗V is a planar cubic graph of order 2|E(G)| and size 3|E(G)|.
Proof. This follows immediately from the construction of G∗V . 
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Fig. 2. Faces F ′ and Fu in G∗V .
Fig. 3. Vertex labels in G and G∗V .
Fig. 4. Fu′ case of vertex labels in G and G∗V .
3. Connectivity of vertex envelopes
Since G∗V is plane and cubic and is bipartite if G is bipartite, we may ask if G
∗
V is also often 3-connected. We have the
following results.
Lemma 2. If G is connected with at least two edges then G∗V is 2-connected.
Proof. Since G has at least two edges, G∗V has at least four vertices. Moreover, by the definition of the dual, G
∗
V is connected.
But every edge of G∗V is in a cycle of G
∗
V , so G
∗
V is 2-edge-connected. Since G
∗
V is cubic, it follows that it is 2-connected. 
Theorem 3. Suppose G is a simple plane 2-connected graph. Then G∗V is 3-connected.
Proof. By Lemma 2, G∗V is 2-connected. Suppose G
∗
V has a 2-vertex cut {p, q}. Since G∗V is cubic, there are vertices s1 and s2
such that edges ps1 and qs2 constitute a 2-edge bond of G∗V . By relabeling we can suppose G
∗
V is labeled as in Fig. 2, where
the two faces having ps1 and qs2 on their boundaries are F ′ and Fu.
(1) If s1 = s2, then it is a cut vertex, contrary to Lemma 2.
(2) Hence s1 6= s2. Let C1 and C2 be the components of G∗V − {ps1, qs2} and choose the labels so that p and q are in C1.
Each edge of G∗V is in bd(Fv) for some vertex v of G, so one side of ps1 is a face of type Fu for some vertex u of G. Since{ps1, qs2} separates G∗V , qs2 is also on the boundary of Fu.
(2a) Suppose the other face F ′ sharing ps1 and qs2 is not of type Fu′ . Then the p, q-path in C1 in bd(F ′) includes no crossing
edges of G. But every vertex of G∗V is incident with a crossing edge, so all edges of G
∗
V incident with vertices in bd(F
′) ∩ C1
but not in bd(F ′) are crossed by edges of G. Thus G includes a cycle including u and all of these crossing edges (see Fig. 3, in
which the edges of G are darkened). Similarly C2 is associated with a cycle of G containing u. Moreover, every other edge of
G is inside one or the other of these cycles. But then u is a cut vertex of G, contrary to supposition.
(2b) Hence F ′ contains a vertex u′ of G. Since G has no multiple edges, there is only one edge uu′ of G, so we may suppose
ps1 is not crossed by an edge of G. Label the vertices of G and G∗V near u as shown in Fig. 4. Since alternate edges around
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Fig. 5. The two alternating combs of an even cycle C .
bd(Fu) and bd(F ′) are crossing edges of G∗V by construction, edges ap and bs1 of G
∗
V are crossed by edges u
′v and u′w of G and
edges px and s1y are crossed by edges uv and uw incident with u. But different crossing edges of G∗V share no vertices.
This contradiction exhausts the cases for connectivity 2 of G∗V , so G
∗
V is 3-connected. 
Thus, to find a hamiltonian cycle in the vertex envelope of a simple 2-connected bipartite plane cubic graph is to find a
hamiltonian cycle in a special type of 3-connected bipartite plane cubic graph. Barnette’s conjecture (every planar, cubic,
bipartite, 3-connected graph is hamiltonian) [2] would have it that this is always possible.
4. Hamiltonian vertex envelopes
In this section we present the main result of this paper (Theorem 8), which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for
the vertex envelope of a plane cubic graph to be hamiltonian. This theorem is technical in nature and rather complicated
to state. However, in spite of its forbidding appearance, it is not difficult to apply because most of its conditions are parity
conditions. In order to formulate them it is convenient to introduce the following terminology.
Given edge e = vv′ of a graph G, the edge-ends of e are the pairs, (e, v) and (e, v′). We may think of the edge-ends as
the halves of the topological curve e ending in v and v′, respectively.
Let C be an even cycle in cubic plane graph G. Label the vertices of C with the labels ‘‘out’’ and ‘‘in’’ alternatively around
C . Evidently there are two distinct labelings C ′ and C ′′ of C . In the plane embedding of G, some of the edges incident with
vertices of C but not in C itself are inside C and others outside. Let AC be C together with those edge-ends incident to C
consonant with the labels on C ′ and similarly A′C for C ′′. We call AC and A
′
C the alternating combs associated with C , combs
for short. An example of a hexagon is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, the hexagon is shownwith edge-ends both inside and outside
the cycle. The two alternating combs are shown in Fig. 5b (alternating comb AC ) and Fig. 5c (alternating comb A′C ). In a cubic
graph, a given alternating comb may have any number from 0 to |V (C)| edge-ends in it. Moreover, if e is a chord of an even
cycle C , the two edge ends of emay both be in the same alternating comb or in different alternating combs. In fact, the two
edge-ends (e, v) and (e, v′) are in the same alternating comb of C if and only if dC (v, v′), the distance between v and v′ in
C , is even.
Next we examine the relationship between a hamiltonian cycle in G∗V and a related subgraph of G. Let G be a plane cubic
graph and suppose G∗V has a hamiltonian cycle H oriented in one of the two possible senses. Let e = vv′ ∈ E(G). As before,
we denote by Fv and Fv′ the hexagonal faces of G∗V corresponding to v and v′, respectively. Let he denote the edge of G
∗
V lying
on the boundary of Fv and Fv′ and crossing e. We carry out a marking procedure on the edges of G in the following way; in
this procedure, each edge will ultimately receive 0, 1, or 2 marks. Going along H ,
(1) if H passes through two successive edges of G∗V adjacent to he, we put a mark on the edge e;
(2) if an edge on the boundary of Fv (Fv′ ), then he, and then an edge on the boundary of Fv′(Fv) are consecutive in H , we put
a mark on the edge e; and
(3) if an edge on the boundary of Fv(Fv′), then he, and then an edge on the boundary of Fv(Fv′) are consecutive in H , we do
not mark e.
Fig. 6 shows the three different ways in which a hamiltonian cycle of G∗V can pass through the endpoints of he. If e is
marked just once, then H includes he, and e is marked twice if and only if he is not in H .
The marking procedure yields a partition E(G) = E0 ∪ E1 ∪ E2, where Ei, i = 0, 1, 2 is the set of all edges marked exactly
i times. Each Ei induces in G a subgraph 〈Ei〉, i = 0, 1, 2. We define
K := 〈E1〉 , D:= 〈E2〉 , and S:= K ∪ D. (1)
Lemma 4. Let G be a cubic plane graph, and suppose G∗V has a hamiltonian cycle H. Then K is a disjoint union of even cycles.
Proof. Let v ∈ V (G). Fig. 7 shows the seven nonisomorphic ways in which H passes through vertices of Fv and the numbers
of marks assigned to the edges of G incident with v. As can be seen there, in every case there are either two or zero edges of
K incident with v. Thus K is a disjoint union of cycles.
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Fig. 6. Marking e.
Fig. 7. The seven different ways in which a hamiltonian cycle in G∗V can include edges of Fv .
Let C be a cycle in K , and let vv′ be an edge of C . Since vv′ received exactly one mark, H includes hvv′ , so v and v′ are on
opposite sides of H . Since H is a closed simple curve in the plane, it follows that H crosses C an even number of times. Thus
C includes an even number of edges. 
Remark 5. It will be noticed from Fig. 6 that e ∈ E(D) if and only if he is not in H .
Notation. Denote by K the set of all components of K . Given cycle C in K and edge e not in C but with edge-end (e, v)
incident with C , we say (e, v) is of type A if the two edges of bd(Fv) adjacent to he are in H . We say (e, v) is of type A′ if
neither of the edges of bd(Fv) adjacent to he is in H . As seen in Fig. 7b, c, and d, these are the only possibilities. Moreover, we
say Fig. 7b and d are of type Awhile Fig. 7c is of type A′.
Referring to Fig. 7, given an edge e of G with k marks, k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, some combinations of parts of Fig. 7 cannot appear
at the two ends of e, even though they both include an edge with kmarks. Let us say those parts of Fig. 7 are incompatible
along edge e. For example, if edge e has zero marks, then Fig. 7a and b are incompatible. Moreover, if edge-end (e, v) is such
that only one of the parts of Fig. 7 can apply to (e, v), then we say that part governs (e, v). For example, if edge e is not in S
(i.e., has zero marks) but joins a vertex v of K to a vertex w of D, then (e, w) is compatible with Fig. 7a and e; whichever of
these depicts edge-end (e, w), we see that edge-end (e, v) is governed by Fig. 7c.
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Fig. 8. Cases of adjacent vertices on C ∈ K .
Lemma 6. Let G be a connected cubic bipartite plane graph, and suppose G∗V has a hamiltonian cycle H. Define K ,D, and S as in
formula (1). Let C be a cycle of K .
(1) If e = vw ∈ E(D) with (e, v) incident on C, then (e, v) is of type A.
(2) Let e = v1v2 ∈ E(G)− E(S), and suppose e joins 2 vertices of K . Let C1 and C2 be cycles inK such that vi ∈ V (Ci) for each
i ∈ {1, 2}. (C1 = C2 is possible.) Then one of (e, v1) and (e, v2) is of type A and the other is of type A′.
(3) If e = vw ∈ E(G)− E(S) with (e, v) incident on C andw ∈ V (D), then (e, v) is of type A′.
(4) If e = vw ∈ E(G)− E(S) with (e, v) incident on C andw 6∈ V (S), then (e, v) is of type A.
Proof. In parts (2), (3), and (4), e has received zero marks, while in (1) e has received two marks. Moreover, in (2), (3), and
(4), (e, v) is governed by Fig. 7b or Fig. 7c.
(1) Since e is in E(D), it received two marks. Since (e, v) is incident on C , it is governed by Fig. 7d. But then (e, v) is of type
A.
(2) Since e = v1v2 has zero marks and has both ends in K , Fig. 7b and/or Fig. 7c govern the ends of e. But each of Fig. 7b and
c is incompatible with itself, while Fig. 7b is not incompatible with Fig. 7c. Then Fig. 7b governs one end of e and Fig. 7c
governs the other end. Thus one end of e is of type A and the other is of type A′.
(3) Since w ∈ V (D), (e, w) is governed by Fig. 7a or e. But neither of these is compatible with Fig. 7b along an edge with
zero marks. Hence (e, v) is governed by Fig. 7c, so (e, v) is of type A′.
(4) Since w 6∈ V (S), (e, w) is governed by Fig. 7f. But Fig. 7f is not compatible with Fig. 7c along an edge with zero marks.
Hence (e, v) is governed by Fig. 7b and so is of type A. 
It turns out that types A and A′ are coordinated through the alternating combs of C , as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let G be a cubic plane graph. With H and K as before (see formula (1)), let C be a cycle inK . Then the labels AC and
A′C can be selected for the alternating combs of C so that every non-cycle edge-end (e, v) in AC is of type A and every non-cycle
edge-end (e′, v′) in A′C is of type A′.
Proof. It suffices to consider four cases of adjacent vertices v and v′ on C with non-cycle edge-ends (e, v) and (e′, v′), as
shown in Fig. 8. Recall that every edge of C is crossed by an edge ofH . Suppose for the first two cases that non-cycle edge-end
(e, v) is in alternating comb AC and is of type A.
(1) (Fig. 8a) Suppose that the edges of bd(Fv) adjacent to he are in H and that (e′, v′) is in AC . Referring to Fig. 7b and d, we
see that in this case the edge marked x in Fig. 8a is not in H . Hence edge y is in H , so y′, the other edge in bd(Fv′) adjacent
with he′ , is also.
(2) (Fig. 8b) Suppose that the edges of bd(Fv) adjacent to he are in H and that (e′, v′) is in A′C . Then edges x and y of Fig. 8b
are in H , so edge z is not. Since z is not in H , then neither is z ′.
Now suppose non-cycle edge-end (e, v) is in A′C and is of type A′.
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(3) (Fig. 8c) Suppose that the edges of bd(Fv) adjacent to he are not in H and that (e′, v′) is also in A′C . Fig. 7c is the only one
governing (e, v). As seen in Fig. 7c, the edge marked x in Fig. 8c is in H , so the edge marked y is not in H . Hence y′, the
other edge of bd(Fv′) adjacent to he′ , is not in H .
(4) (Fig. 8d) Suppose that the edges of bd(Fv) adjacent to he are not in H and that (e′, v′) is in AC . Then all four edges of G∗V
adjacent to the edge marked x in Fig. 8d are in H , so in particular the edge y is in H . It follows that y′, the other edge of
bd(Fv′) adjacent to he′ , is in H .
Now starting with any edge-end (e, v) incident with C , we place it in AC or A′C according to whether the edges of bd(Fv)
adjacent to he are both inH (typeA) or neither inH (typeA′). Then applying cases (1) through (4), as appropriate, to successive
vertices of C , and noting that the length of C is even, we see the lemma is verified. 
If e = uv and if he is not in E(H), but all the other edges on the boundary of Fv are in H , we say e is a backtracking edge
incident with v and that v is a retract vertex. We denote the set of all retract vertices by Vr .
An eulerian trail v0, e0, v1, e1, . . . , vi−1, ei−1, vi, ei, vi+1, . . . , vm of a connected eulerian graph G is non-backtracking
if vi−1 6= vi+1 for all i (subscripts mod m) except when vi−1 is the unique neighbor of vi in G. In a plane eulerian graph
G, an eulerian trail T = v0, e1, v1, . . . , vk−1, ek, vk(= v0) is called an A -trail if and only if, for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, the
subsequence ei, vi, ei+1 (where ek+1 is e1) has ei and ei+1 successive in one of the two natural orderings of the edges around
vi (clockwise or counterclockwise [9, p. III.42]. We say a subgraph H of graph G is edge-dominating if and only if every edge
of Gmeets a vertex of H .
Theorem 8. Let G be a cubic plane graph. Then the vertex envelope G∗V of G is hamiltonian if and only if there exists a connected
edge-dominating subgraph S = K ∪ D of G such that
(1) K is the union of a set, possibly empty, of vertex-disjoint even cycles.
(2) D is a forest edge-disjoint from K.
(3) For each cycle C in K , there is an assignment of names AC and A′C to the alternating combs of C such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
(a) If e = uv ∈ E(D) and if v ∈ V (C) for some cycle C of K , then edge-end (e, v) is in AC .
(b) If e = v1v2 ∈ E(G)− E(S) and if v1 and v2 are vertices of cycles C1 and C2 of K , respectively (C1 = C2 is possible), then
either (e, v1) is in AC1 and (e, v2) is in A
′
C2
or (e, v1) is in A′C1 and (e, v2) is in AC2 .
(c) If e = uv ∈ E(G)− E(S) and if v is in cycle C of K , then
(c1) if u is in V (D), then (e, v) is in comb A′C , and
(c2) if u is not in V (S), then (e, v) is in comb AC .
(4) If e = uv ∈ E(G)− E(S), then at most one of u and v is in V (D).
(5) The graph S∗ obtained from S by doubling all edges in D has a non-backtracking A-trail.
Proof of Theorem 8. Necessity:
Let G be a cubic plane graph. Suppose G∗V has a hamiltonian cycle H . Define K ,D and S as in formula (1)). Suppose
v ∈ V (G) − V (S), so every edge incident with v has zero marks. Let e = vw be such an edge. Then Fig. 7f governs (e, v).
But Fig. 7f is incompatible with itself, so some other part of Fig. 7 governs edge-end (e, w). Since all other parts of Fig. 7
correspond to vertices in S,w ∈ V (S) and S is edge-dominating in G.
If S1 is a component of S, every edge from a vertex in S1 to a vertex not in S1 has zero marks. As seen in Fig. 7a, b, c, e, and
f, H cannot cross between S1 and a vertex not in S1 in this case. Hence H has a component restricted to the vertex envelope
of S1 and its incident edges. Since H is connected, S1 = S and S is connected.
(1) is Lemma 4.
(2) Since no edge receives both one mark and two marks, D is edge-disjoint from K . Suppose D contains a cycle C . Then for
every edge e of C , he is not in H . By the planarity of G, the set {he: e ∈ E(C)} is a cut of G∗V separating vertices of G∗V inside
C from those outside C . Hence H is not connected, a contradiction. Thus D is a forest.
(3) 3(a) through 3(c) follow from Lemma 6.
(4) Suppose e = vw ∈ E(G)− E(S)with v ∈ V (D). Let the edges incident withw be e, e′ and e′′. Since e has zero marks and
v ∈ V (D), edge-end (e, v) is governed by Fig. 7a or Fig. 7e. Then he ∈ E(H) and the edges in bd(Fv) adjacent to he are
also in E(H). Thus each of he′ and he′′ has an edge of bd(Fw) adjacent to it and not in E(H). SinceH has degree two at each
end of he′ and he′′ , it follows that he′ , he′′ ∈ E(H). Hence neither e′ nor e′′ has two marks. Thus no edge of E(G) − E(S)
joins two vertices of D.
(5) Notice in Fig. 7 that the sum of the numbers of the marks on the edges incident with any vertex is even. Hence, if we
replace each edge of Dwith two parallel edges, the resulting graph S∗ is eulerian. We show S∗ contains an A-trail T .
However,H is a hamiltonian cycle in the planar graphG∗V . The seven cases of Fig. 7 are repeated in Fig. 9, where a direction
has been given to H . Since H is a simple closed curve in the plane, it is easy to see that the directions given the various parts
of H shown in each of Fig. 9a–g are consistent. In Fig. 9, the direction of H is transferred to edges of S∗, and this direction
show that the transitions from one edge of S∗ to the next are those of an A-trail. Since S∗ is connected and H is a cycle, the
trail generated by the transference of direction from H is an A-trail T of S∗.
To check that T is non-backtracking, it suffices to examine the cases in which vertex v of S has degree at least two in
S. These cases are shown in Fig. 9b, c, d, e, and g. In Fig. 9b and c, if the cycle of K containing v has only two edges, then
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Fig. 9. H paralleling T .
the vertex v of S has only one neighbor in S, so T is not backtracking there. In Fig. 9d, the transitions from one edge of S∗
to the next at v are between an edge e of K and an edge f of D. Since G is planar, by the definition of alternating comb and
Theorem 8(3a), the ends of e and f different from v cannot be the same. In Fig. 9e and g, the transitions from one edge of S∗
to the next at v are between edges of S∗ arising from different edges of S. Thus T is non-backtracking.
Sufficiency:
Suppose G contains a subgraph S = K ∪ D with the properties stated in the theorem. By (5), let T be a non-backtracking
A-trail of S∗.
For each vertex v of G, mark the edges of G∗V in accordancewith Fig. 7 to form an objectH . In the instances inwhich Fig. 7b
and c govern, the choice is to use Fig. 7b if (e, v) is in AC , and use Fig. 7c if (e, v) is in A′C .
It suffices to show that H is a graph, that H is regular of degree 2, that H spans G∗V , and that H is connected.
To show H is a graph, we will go through pairs of parts of Fig. 7 which show up at the ends of edges of S, checking to be
sure that the edge-ends shown in those figures are each joined up with exactly one other edge-end. That is, we will show
that the parts of Fig. 7 which govern the ends of e are compatible under the conditions imposed by conditions (1) through
(4) of the theorem. Since the vertices of G∗V will then be all of degree two, it follows that H is regular of degree two. In the
following tables, for each edge we list the possible governing figures by giving their part from Fig. 7, as for example ‘aa’ for
an edge of E(G)−E(S) having a single tree edge at each end. In case the edge is an edge of K , we append an ‘o’ if the non-cycle
edges are on opposite sides of the cycle, and ‘s’ if they are on the same side of the cycle.
For an edge of E(G)− E(S), we have the governing pairs
aa ab ac ae af bb bc
be bf cc ce cf ee ef
ff
But ‘ff ’ is impossible because S is edge-dominating. Moreover, ‘aa’, ‘ae’, ‘ee’ are forbidden by (4), ‘ab’ and ‘be’ are forbidden
by (3c1), ‘bb’ and ‘cc ’ are forbidden by (3b), and ‘cf ’ is forbidden by (3c2). The other six governing pairs are compatible.
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Fig. 10. G∗V for a cubic graph Gwith two vertices.
Fig. 11. The forest edges of S are not necessarily bridges of S.
For an edge of K , we have the governing pairs
bbo bbs bco bcs bdo bds
cco ccs cdo cds ddo dds
But ‘bbs’ is impossible by construction, for if vv′ ∈ E(C) for some cycle C of K , and if (e, v) and (e′, v′) are edge ends,
e, e′ 6∈ E(S), then (e, v) and (e′, v′) are in different alternating combs AC and A′C . Hence they cannot both be assigned to
Fig. 7b in the construction of H . Similarly, ‘bco’ and ‘ccs’ are impossible. Since Fig. 7d is of type A, the same argument applies
to ‘bds’, ‘cdo’, and ‘dds’. The other combinations are compatible.
For an edge of D, the governing pairs are
aa ad ae ag dd de dg
ee eg gg
But ‘aa’ can only occur if S consists of a single isolated K2. Given that G is cubic, if |V (G)| = 2, G∗V is hamiltonian, as shown in
Fig. 10. If |V (G)| > 2, then |V (G)| ≥ 4, so G has at least six edges. Since a single edge is adjacent to at most four other edges,
a single-edged S is not edge-dominating when |V (G)| > 2. All other cases listed are compatible. Thus H is a graph which is
regular of degree two.
We note that H spans G∗V because S is edge-dominating.
As shown in Fig. 9, since T is non-backtracking, at each vertex H can be traversed so as to parallel T . But T is connected,
so H is also connected. Thus H is a hamiltonian cycle in G∗V . 
The assignment of labels AC and A′C to the cycles C of K in Theorem 8(3) might at first appear to be difficult. However,
if K includes two or more cycles, every cycle must meet an edge of D, and Theorem 8(3a) identifies that edge-end for AC in
each cycle. If K is just one cycle which is not edge-dominating, then D is non-empty and meets K , so AC is again identified.
The case of a single edge-dominating cycle in G is easy because there are only two possible choices for AC . Moreover, if the
cycle is hamiltonian, then the only relevant case of Theorem 8 is Theorem 8(3b), and so either choice for AC produces a
hamiltonian cycle in G∗V .
Remark 9. Fig. 11 shows two graphs G1 and G2 and two subgraphs, S1 = K1∪D1 and S2 = K2∪D2 of G1 and G2 respectively.
The edges of Ki are shown in bold and the edges of Di are shown as double lines, i = 1, 2. The non-S-edges are unmarked.
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Fig. 12. Transitions at vertices of degrees two, four, and six.
Both S1 and S2 satisfy the properties given in Theorem 8, so the vertex envelopes of both G1 and G2 are hamiltonian. The
elements of D2 are bridges of S2, while none of the elements of D1 is a bridge of S1. We therefore conclude that in general if
G is a plane cubic graph and S is a subgraph of G satisfying the properties of Theorem 8, then the forest edges of S are not
necessarily bridges of S.
5. Sufficient conditions for hamiltonicity or non-hamiltonicity of vertex envelopes
We now turn to identifying graphs or classes of graphs whose vertex envelopes are either hamiltonian or non-
hamiltonian. The case of a hamiltonian graph G is particularly pleasing.
Theorem 10. Let G be a plane cubic bipartite graph with a hamiltonian cycle H. Then the graph G∗V has two hamiltonian cycles
with the property that each edge in G∗V belongs to one of these cycles. Moreover, the edges shared by these hamiltonian cycles are
precisely the crossing edges of G∗V .
Proof. Let H be a hamiltonian cycle of G. As noted before, each of the two possible choices for AC yields a hamiltonian cycle
in G∗V . Since each edge not in H joins two vertices of H , Fig. 7b governs one end of each such edge and Fig. 7c governs the
other end. Examining these figures, we see that, for each edge-end (e, v) not inH , the two hamiltonian cycles between them
include all of the edges of Fv and edges incident to that face. Thus the two hamiltonian cycles include all of the edges of G∗V .
Further examination of the figures shows that the edges shared by the two hamiltonian cycles are precisely the crossing
edges. 
We now turn to a slightly more complicated case.
Theorem 11. Let G be a plane cubic graph with an independent set of vertices I such that G− I is a tree. Then G∗V is hamiltonian.
Proof. We show that G contains a connected spanning subgraph S = K ∪Dwith the properties stated in Theorem 8. Denote
the graph G − I by D. Since I is an independent set of vertices, every edge of G has at least one of its ends in D; that is, D
dominates E(G).
We define S := D. Since D is a tree, S is a connected edge-dominating subgraph of G. Note that from the definition of
S, K = ∅. Therefore conditions (1)–(3) of Theorem 8 are automatically fulfilled. Since S = D = G − I is a tree and I an
independent set of vertices, condition (4) is also fulfilled.
If we double all the S-edges, we get a graph S∗ which contains an A-trail with transitions as indicated in Fig. 12 at vertices
of degree two, four, and six, respectively. Thus condition (5) is fulfilled (note that this A-trail corresponds to the unique
bidirectional double tracing of D). Hence by Theorem 8, the vertex envelope of G is hamiltonian. 
Proposition 12. Let G be a 2-connected bipartite plane cubic graphwith an edge-dominating cycle C with the property that there
is a choice AC of an alternating comb for C such that whenever edge e = uv has edge-end (e, v) in comb A′C , then u ∈ V (C). Then
the vertex envelope of G is hamiltonian.
Proof. Given G and C with the properties stated above, define K = C and let D be the empty graph, so that S = C . S is a
connected edge-dominating subgraph of G, by hypothesis. We now show that S satisfies the five conditions of Theorem 8. G
being bipartite, C is an even cycle, so condition (1) is fulfilled.
Since D is empty, conditions (2), (3a), (3c1) and (4) are trivially satisfied. For condition (5), we observe that the graph
S∗ coincides with S since D is the empty graph. That is, S∗ = C , and clearly a run through C represents a non-backtracking
A-trail. Condition (3c2) is satisfied in the contrapositive by hypothesis. For (3b), suppose e is an edge of E(G)− E(S) joining
two vertices v and v′ of C . Letting AC (A′C ) be the alternating comb of C containing (e, v), since G is bipartite, (e, v′) is in
A′C (AC ). Thus (3b) is satisfied. The proposition follows. 
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Fig. 13. Two edge-dominating cycles C1 and C2 in a graph G.
Remark 13. One might ask whether every edge-dominating cycle in a plane cubic bipartite graph G leads to a hamiltonian
cycle in G∗V . This question is answered by looking at Fig. 13a and b which show two edge-dominating cycles C1 and C2 in a
fixed graph G. In Fig. 13, alternating cycles AC1 and AC2 are indicated by labels ‘‘o’’ and ‘‘i’’. In (a), the edges incident with the
vertices v1 and v2 not in C1 have their other ends in AC1 as labeled. Thus Proposition 12 applies to C1. But in (b), the edges
incident with v3 have their other ends in A′C2 , while the edges incident with v4 have their other ends in AC2 . Exchanging AC2
and A′C2 would not help this difficulty. Proposition 12 cannot apply to C2.
We now show that the condition of Theorem 11 is satisfied for a large class of plane cubic graphs. The following auxiliary
considerationswill be needed. Payan and Sakarovitch [16] showed that in a cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph of order
n the number of vertices of a largest induced forest D is
b(3n− 2)/4c. (2)
Using this result, as observed by Glover [12], one easily proves the following lemma. We include the proof for
completeness’ sake.
Lemma 14. Let G be a cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph of order n. Then, either
(1) a largest induced forest D is a tree, and G− V (D) is an independent set of vertices; or
(2) a largest induced forest D in G has two components, and G− V (D) is an independent set of vertices; or
(3) a largest induced forest D is a tree, and G− V (D) has exactly one edge.
If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then only case (1) can occur.
Proof. If n = 4k+2, then by Eq. (2), the number of vertices of a largest induced forest D in G is |V (D)| = 3k+1. The number
of vertices of G not in D is k+ 1 and these induce a graph G′ ⊂ G. The number of edges of Gwhich join the vertices of G′ to
the vertices of D is
3(k+ 1)− 2|E(G′)|, when counted from their ends in G′,
or
3(3k+ 1)− 2|E(D)|, when counted from their ends in D.
Equating these two expressions and simplifying we get
|E(D)| − |E(G′)| = 3k. (3)
Note also that since D is a forest, we have
|E(D)| ≤ 3k. (4)
Combining (3) and (4) we get |E(G′)| ≤ 0, so |E(G′)| = 0. This means G′ is an independent set of vertices. From Eq. (3) it
follows that |E(D)| = 3k, meaning the forest D is a tree.
If n = 4k, then by Eq. (2), |V (D)| = 3k − 1. The number of vertices of G which are not in D is k + 1, and these induce a
graph G′′ ⊂ G. The number of edges of Gwhich join the vertices of G′′ to the vertices of D is
3(k+ 1)− 2|E(G′′)|, when counted from their ends in G′′,
or
3(3k− 1)− 2|E(D)|, when counted from their ends in D.
Equating these two expressions and simplifying, we get
|E(D)| − |E(G′′)| = 3k− 3. (5)
We now consider three cases.
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Fig. 14. K cannot be a union of face boundaries in this graph.
(1) |E(G′′)| = 0. Then |E(D)| = 3k− 3. This means D is a forest with two components since |E(D)| = |V (D)| − 2.
(2) |E(G′′)| = 1. Then |E(D)| = 3k− 2, meaning D is a tree because |E(D)| = |V (D)| − 1.
(3) |E(G′′)| ≥ 2. Combining the fact that |E(D)| ≤ 3k− 2 with Eq. (5), and taking |E(G′′)| ≥ 2, we get
3k− 2 ≥ |E(D)| = 3k− 3+ |E(G′′)|
≥ 3k− 1.
which is not possible. Therefore |E(G′′)| ≥ 2 cannot hold. 
Combining Lemma 14 with Theorem 11 we obtain:
Corollary 15. If G is a cyclically 4-edge-connected plane cubic graph of order n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then G∗V is hamiltonian.
We now show how one can obtain a hamiltonian cycle in the vertex envelope of a 2-connected plane cubic bipartite
graph G from an A-trail of G∗, the dual of G.
Proposition 16. Let G be a 2-connected plane cubic bipartite graph. If the dual G∗ has an A-trail, then G∗V is hamiltonian.
Proof. Let T be an A-trail of G∗. Let e = uv be any edge of G, and let F be any face of G having e on its boundary. G∗ has a
vertex vF corresponding to F and an edge ge corresponding to e and incident with vF . Moreover, if e′ is another edge of G
incident with v and on the boundary of F , then e, e′ are neighbors in the clockwise ordering of edges around v.
Construct a hamiltonian cycle H of G∗V in the following way.
(i) For every e ∈ E(G), include in H every he.
(ii) If ge1 and ge2 are two consecutive edges in T , include in H the edge of G
∗
V adjacent to both he1 and he2 .
By conditions (i) and (ii), dH(v) = 2 for every v ∈ V (G∗V ). By construction, H is isomorphic to a subdivision of the graph
CT obtained by splitting the vertices of G∗ according to the transitions of T so that CT is connected, 2-valent and includes
every vertex of G∗V . Therefore H is a hamiltonian cycle of G
∗
V . 
Remark 17. Given the fact that every plane cubic bipartite graph G has a 3-face coloring, we may ask if it is possible to
construct S = K∪D, a subgraph of Gwith the properties stated in Theorem 8, by defining K to be the subgraph of boundaries
of the faces in one of the three color classes.
Unfortunately, this does not always work. In Fig. 14, we give an example of a graph where it is not possible to construct
such an S. Suppose K = C1∪C2, where the edges of C1 and C2 aremarked in Fig. 14, and suppose K can be used in Theorem 8.
Since S is connected, at least one of e1, e2, e3, e4 is in S; by symmetry we may suppose e1 ∈ E(S). Then e1 ∈ E(D). By
Theorem 8(3a), the ends of e1 are in AC1 and AC2 . Hence the ends of e2 are in A
′
C1
and A′C2 . By Theorem 8(3a), e2 is not in D, so
e2 is not in S. But this contradicts Theorem 8(3b). By symmetry, no set of cycles derived as described from a 3-face coloring
can serve as K .
If in a plane graph G we perform the operation shown in Fig. 15 at some vertex v of G, we say we have performed the
A-operation at v.
Let G be a plane cubic graph, and let plane graph GA be obtained from G by applying the A-operation at every v ∈ V (G).
Proposition 18. If G∗V is hamiltonian, then the vertex envelope of GA is also hamiltonian.
Proof. In Figs. 16–19 we show all the possible ways in which a hamiltonian cycle of G∗V can traverse the vertices of a
hexagonal face of the type Fv , v ∈ V (G), and in each case we indicate an extension to a passage of a hamiltonian cycle
of the vertex envelope of GA. We label the cases in accordance with Fig. 7 as a–g. 
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Fig. 15. A-operation.
Fig. 16. Traversing GA . Cases (a) and (b).
Fig. 17. Traversing GA . Cases (c) and (d).
The vertex envelope of the graph G shown in Fig. 20a is non-hamiltonian. Finding a hamiltonian cycle in the vertex
envelope of the graph is equivalent to finding a hamiltonian cycle through the bold edges in the graph G1 of Fig. 20b. It
is quite straightforward to see by an ad hoc argument that no such cycle exists (although there are hamiltonian cycles in
G1). Observe that G is non-hamiltonian. This raises the question of how to characterize those non-hamiltonian graphs G for
which G∗V is also non-hamiltonian.We have not examined this question in detail. But note the example of the Tutte graph [4,
p. 161]. The Tutte graph has an independent set of vertices whose deletion leaves a tree. By Theorem 11, the vertex envelope
of the Tutte graph is therefore hamiltonian.
Theorem 19. Let G be a plane cubic graph. Form a new cubic graph GĎ from G by carrying out the operation shown in Fig. 21 on
every edge of G. Then (GĎ)∗v is not hamiltonian.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that (GĎ)∗v contains a hamiltonian cycle HĎ. Then by Theorem 8, GĎ contains a subgraph
S = K ∪ D satisfying properties (1) through (5) of that theorem. Using the labels in Fig. 21, suppose C1, C2 ⊆ K for some
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Fig. 18. Traversing GA . Cases (e) and (f).
Fig. 19. Traversing GA . Case (g).
Fig. 20. The vertex envelope of G is not hamiltonian.
Fig. 21. Edge replacement Ď.
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Fig. 22. First case for Gr .
Fig. 23. Second case for Gr .
edge e ofG. Suppose e2 ∈ E(D). Then (e2, v′i) is in ACi for each i ∈ {1, 2} by Theorem8(3a), so (e1, v1) is in A′C1 and (e3, v2) is in
A′C2 . Hence e1 and e3 are not in D by (3a), and S is not connected. Thus e2 6∈ E(D). But now, since S is connected, e1, e3 ∈ E(D).
Hence (e1, v1) is in AC1 and (e3, v2) is in AC2 . Thus e2 ∈ E(G′)− E(S) has its ends in A′C1 and A′C2 , contrary to Theorem 8(3b).
Hence at most one of C1 or C2 is in K .
For the remaining cases, we note that if an edge of Ci is in D, then the other edge e of Ci must not be in S. But then by
Theorem 8(4), e cannot have both ends in D. This contradiction shows that no edge of either C1 or C2 can be in D.
Suppose C1 ⊆ K but C2 6⊆ K . Since no edge of C2 is in D, e1 ∈ E(D). Hence (e1, v1) ∈ AC1 by Theorem 8(3a), so
(e2, v′1) ∈ A′C1 . By Theorem 8(3a) again, e2 6∈ E(D). But then v2 6∈ V (S), so by Theorem 8(3c2), (e2, v′1) ∈ AC1 . This contradicts
(e2, v′1) ∈ A′C1 .
Hence neither C1 nor C2 is inK . Since C1 and C2 have no edges inD, and since Smust dominate e2, it follows thatK includes
a path from v0 through e1, C1, e2, C2, and e3 to v0. Since every edge at every vertex of G is replaced by the operation of Fig. 21,
we conclude that every vertex of G has degree three in K . But K is a disjoint union of even cycles, so this is impossible. This
contradiction establishes the theorem. 
Proposition 20. Let G be a cubic plane graph with an even cycle C such that all the edges of G incident with C are bridges of G.
If G∗V is hamiltonian, then C is in K and the ends of these bridges are all in AC .
Proof. Suppose that G∗V has a hamiltonian cycle H . Then H induces a subgraph S = K ∪D as described in Theorem 8. Since S
is connected, at most one edge of C is not in S. If e is such an edge of C , then C− e ⊆ D, so both ends of emeet V (D), contrary
to Theorem 8(4). Hence C ⊆ K . But the bridges incident to C must be in D, so the proposition follows from Theorem 8(3a).

Theorem 21. Let G be a plane cubic graph with at least four vertices. Form Gr from G by subdividing each edge of G with two
new vertices and doubling the middle edge. If (Gr)∗V is hamiltonian, then G is hamiltonian.
Proof. Suppose (Gr)∗V has a hamiltonian cycle Hr . Then Hr induces in Gr a subgraph Sr = K r ∪ Dr with the properties listed
in Theorem 8.
Let e = u1u2 be an edge of G and let e1 = u1v1, e2 = u2v2, and C1 be the first and third edges and digon, respectively, of
Gr formed from e as shown in Figs. 22 and 23. We know by Theorem 8(4) that neither edge of C1 is in Dr .
(a) Suppose C1 ⊆ K r . Then at least one of e1 or e2 is in E(Dr) because Sr is connected. By symmetry, we may suppose e1
is in E(Dr). Then edge-end (e1, v1) is of type A, so (e2, v2) is of type A′. By Theorem 8(3a), e2 6∈ E(Dr). Since e2 is also not in
E(K r), e2 ∈ E(Gr)− E(Sr). Then Hr behaves along these edges as shown in Fig. 22.
(b) C1 ⊆ Gr − E(Sr). By Theorem 8(4), the edges of C1 cannot meet edges of Dr at both ends, so at most one of e1 or e2 is
in E(Dr). But one of them must be in E(Dr) because Sr is edge-dominating. We may suppose e1 ∈ E(Dr). Then Hr behaves
along these edges as shown in Fig. 23.
(c) One edge of C1 is in K r and the other is not. Then e1 and e2 are also edges of K r .
Notice that cases (a) and (b) are essentially the same. So supposewe have the situation pictured in Fig. 23. Then edge-end
(e2, u2) is governed by Fig. 7b or 7e. But Fig. 7e can only arise if u2 is part of a component of Sr disjoint from that containing
C1. Since Sr is connected, (e2, u2) is governed by Fig. 7b. Hence u2 meets two edges of K r . Similarly, if u1 meets another edge
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Fig. 24. A Qe replacement.
of Dr , the edge will be part of another subgraph of the form of Fig. 23. Since G is cubic with at least four vertices, G has at
least six edges, and only three of them can be dominated by Sr if Fig. 7e or g governs u1. Hence u2 is governed by Fig. 7d.
Since u1u2 was arbitrary, we conclude that every vertex of G is in K r . Moreover, edges of the form of Fig. 23 cannot connect
components of K r . Hence K r is a cycle. Since it is spanning, G is hamiltonian. 
Let G be a graph and e an edge of G. A Qe-replacement of e is formed by subdividing e into a path P of length sevenwith six
vertices not in G and then adding an edge in parallel with the second, fourth, and sixth edges of P (counted from either end).
Given a cubic plane graph G and edge e of G, form a graph G′ by making a Qe-replacement of e. Upon passing to (G′)∗V , we
obtain a structure shown in Fig. 24 in which e = xy. Let the portion of (G′)∗V attached to the rest of (G′)∗V through the vertices
f1, f2, g1 and g2 as shown in Fig. 24 be called the e-structure of (G′)∗V . A hamiltonian cycle in (G′)
∗
V uses the e-structure if it
includes all of the vertices a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, c3, d1, d2, d3, d4, e1, e2, e3, and e4 in some orderwithout other vertices
of (G′)∗V between them.
Lemma 22. Let e be an edge of a cubic plane graph G, and let G′ be formed from G by a Qe-replacement. Then any hamiltonian
cycle in (G′)∗V uses the e-structure of (G′)
∗
V .




2), and (a3, a
′
3)
are each connected by two parallel edges in (G′)∗V , the paths bi, ai, a
′
i, ci for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are all subpaths of H . If H does not
use the e-structure, then some orientation of H includes a segment beginning at vertex d1, extending into the e-structure,
and returning to e1, and another segment beginning at vertex e4, extending into the e-structure and including the vertices
not taken by the first segment, and returning to d4. Since there are three paths bi, ai, ci, two of these paths must be in one of
the described segments of H . But then that segment of H includes a cycle incorporating these two paths. This is impossible,
so H uses the e-structure. 
Theorem 23. The question of whether the vertex envelope of a plane cubic graph is hamiltonian is NP-complete.
Proof. We know that the question of whether a plane eulerian graph contains an A-trail is NP-complete [9, p. VI.156], as is
the question of whether a graph contains a hamiltonian cycle. Thus, if a polynomial algorithm exists for deciding if an A-trail
exists, so also would there by a polynomial algorithm for deciding if hamiltonian cycles were present. Since the problem
of deciding the hamiltonicity of a vertex envelope is a subproblem of the general hamiltonian problem, there would also
be a polynomial algorithm for hamiltonicity of vertex envelopes. Thus it suffices to show that a polynomial algorithm for
determining hamiltonicity in vertex envelopes yields a polynomial algorithm for deciding if an A-trail exists in a given plane
Eulerian graph.
LetGbe aplane eulerian graph.Modify each vertex v ofGby replacing itwith a small circle, thus producing a cyclemeeting
each of the edges incident to v in G. The result is a plane cubic graph J ′. It is easy to see that an A-trail in G corresponds to
a hamiltonian cycle H ′ in J ′ such that all edges derived from edges in G are in H ′. Next make a Qe-replacement of each of
the edges e in J ′ derived from an edge of G, thus producing a graph J containing a hamiltonian cycle H ′′ corresponding in
the obvious way to H ′. Following the correspondence used in this paper, the hamiltonian cycle H ′′ in J corresponds to a
hamiltonian cycle H in J∗V which uses each of the e-structures arising from the Qe-replacements made in forming J . Thus the
job of finding an A-trail in G corresponds precisely to that of finding a hamiltonian cycle in J∗V by constructions that require
polynomial time to complete. We conclude that the problem of finding a hamiltonian cycle in the vertex envelope of a plane
cubic graph is NP-complete. 
6. Final remarks
In his Ph.D. thesis [17], Douglas L. Peterson defined the vertex envelope of a graph. In that thesis, he gave an alternate
definition of the vertex envelope via the line graph L(G). Let v be a vertex in L(G); then v is an edge e of G. Let v1 and v2 be
the edges of G at one end of e, and let v3 and v4 be the edges of G at the other end of e. We extend v perpendicular to e in
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Fig. 25. Extending v perpendicular to e in L(G).
L(G) by erasing v and the edges incident with it in L(G) and adding to the resulting graph two new vertices v and v′′ together
with the edges v′v′′, v1v′, v4v′, v2v′′ and v3v′′ as shown in Fig. 25.
If G is a plane cubic bipartite graph, we define G′ to be the graph resulting from extending all the vertices of L(G)
perpendicular to their edges of G. Peterson proved
Lemma 24. Let G be a plane cubic bipartite graph. Then G′ and G∗V are isomorphic.
We end with a O(|V (X)|2) algorithm for deciding if a given plane cubic graph X is G∗V for some plane graph G. We begin
with a face F1 which is not a hexagon. If X is a vertex envelope, every face adjacent to F1 has a hexagonal boundary and
is a face of the form Fv . The faces on the other side of this ring of hexagons all must correspond to faces of G, and each is
also surrounded by a ring of hexagons. We can continue identifying faces of the form Fv and faces corresponding to faces of
G until one of two things happens. Either we find a face corresponding to a face of G which is not surrounded by a ring of
hexagonal faces, in which case X is not a vertex envelope, or we find the faces of X are all consistent with X being a vertex
envelope. In the latter case, we have now identified every vertex of G, and the edges of G cross the edges of the hexagonal
boundaries separating vertices of G. Thus we can reconstruct G in this case, and X = G∗V .
As a consequence, we obtain the following.
Theorem 25. A plane cubic graph H is the vertex envelope of a graph G if and only if H has a 2-factor whose cycles are face
boundaries, and all of the other face boundaries of H are hexagonal.
Proof. In one direction, this follows from the definition of the vertex envelope. In the other, it follows from the preceding
algorithm. 
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